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THE BIG DOZEN

LESSONS LEARNT IN 2017

After a high yielding year where mineralisation was significant in the previous spring, 
soil testing was critical to match nitrogen requirement to crop demand and the 
potential of the season. 

Crops cannot use all of the moisture in a Decile 10 spring. Be prepared to control 
weeds over the summer to protect this asset.

Stick to your rotations and crop type percentages regardless of seasonal outlook,  
you set and plan them for a reason. Instead, manage your inputs carefully.

Seed dressings such as imidacloprid are important for crop protection until late  
in the season. Monitor and apply insecticides where necessary once seed dressings 
begin to ‘run out of steam’.

Mice were a significant challenge in 2017, and are likely to be in 2018. Prioritise baiting 
on early maturing varieties, high value crops and lodged barley stubbles. Talk to your 
re-seller often to ensure access to product.

Pulses put nitrogen back into the system, provide a weed and disease break and 
can be very profitable. Take full advantage of the benefits by applying inoculant, 
optimising herbicide and fungicide timing and rolling for easy harvest.

Embracing emerging technology (eg. eID and automatic drafters) reduces labour 
requirements and tracks performance of sheep in mixed farming systems.

Septoria created a lot of panic in 2017. Understand and trust your varieties disease 
rating and manage fungicides accordingly.

Late season frosts have a profound effect on our mental state. Fight the temptation  
to delay sowing as late season frosts are not common. Remember the reasons why 
your sowing program was set up the way it was.

Stubble management begins at harvest. Realise your seeders trash handling capacity 
to avoid poor pre-emergent efficacy and/or a wasted input cost.

Rain at harvest seems to be more common. Prioritise harvesting high value crops first 
then the varieties that are more susceptible to lodging and quality downgrades.

We don’t know what grain prices will do – don’t get greedy. Stick to your rotations 
rather than sowing large areas of high value crops to chase dollars.
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